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§ What is RealVNC?

§ What did we have?

§ What do we have now?

§ What’s coming in the future?

§ How do you use it?

RealVNC @ LC
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§ Commercial implementation of VNC (Virtual Network 
Computing)
— Founders were the inventors of VNC technology
— “VNC Connect” is actual product name

§ Client/Server software to obtain virtual desktop on a remote 
computer with good performance

§ Enterprise-ready
— Security
— Support
— Robustness

RealVNC

Cloud versus direct with VNC Connect

VNC Connect is unique among remote access software in its ability to offer both cloud and direct 
connectivity methods within a single product. At first glance, knowing whether to connect directly or via our 
cloud service can seem confusing. However, there are clear benefits to each connection method. The trick
is knowing how to maximize these benefits. 

This brief product guide provides an overview of the differences between cloud and direct connectivity, and
offers some advice on how each method can be used to your greatest advantage.

Key terminology

RealVNC products traditionally supported only direct connections. Direct connectivity has been available for 
decades and is used successfully by thousands of organizations. 

To establish a direct connection between VNC Viewer and VNC Server, you must know the VNC Server 
computer’s current IP address or hostname. If there are routers or firewalls in between, they must be 
configured to allow connections. An experienced system administrator will not usually find this a  problem, 
but this level of technical know-how is outside the comfort zone of most users, who may be frustrated by 
the process.the process.

Throughout this guide, we refer to certain RealVNC-specific terminology. 

VNC Connect is comprised of two separate apps: VNC Server and VNC Viewer. You must install and license 
VNC Server on the computer you want to control. This is known as your VNC Server computer.

You must then install VNC Viewer on the computer or device you want to take control from, which is known 
as your VNC Viewer device. You do not need to license this device, meaning you can freely connect to your 
VNC Server computer from as many devices as you wish.

VNC Viewer 
devices

VNC Server 
computer

VNC Server
computer

Direct connectivity

Copyright © 2002-2016 RealVNC Limited. All rights reserved. 01Nov16
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RealVNC (cont.)

§ RSA/OTP and 256b encryption 

§ Why do we use it?
— Connection mgmt easy: Always use port 5999
— Enterprise support
— Performance
— Platform availability
• Windows|MacOS|Linux

— Inexpensive

§ User Documentation
— https://hpc.llnl.gov/software/visualization-software/vnc-realvnc
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RealVNC Configuration

§ Previous
— Available on visualization system login nodes
• Surface (old czvnc)
• Rzhasgpu (old rzvnc)

— Required account on those systems
— Accessible to those systems from outside LLNL

§ Current
— Available on pascal login node (czvnc)
— Available on rzslic (rzvnc)
• Open to all users 

— Accessible from the outside
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Upcoming Configuration (proposed) 

§ Dedicated RealVNC servers for CZ and RZ

§ Access to all OCF users

— Including from outside lab w/o VPN

§ Desktop Choice

— Future option to more-easily change desktop, e.g. Gnome3|KDE|…

§ SCF

— Need to go through approval process

— Need to understand demand for SCF usage so notifying LC of need will be 

helpful
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Using RealVNC

§ Using RealVNC

— Must use RealVNC client

— Connect to [czvnc|rzvnc]:5999

• Will be reconnected to existing session or create new one if no existing is found

— Can control resolution:

• See https://hpc.llnl.gov/software/visualization-software/vnc-realvnc

— Note: Session will continue unless you log out of (not just close) the 

virtual desktop
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Disclaimer
This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United 
States government. Neither the United States government nor Lawrence Livermore National 
Security, LLC, nor any of their employees makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of 
any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would 
not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United 
States government or Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC. The views and opinions of 
authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States 
government or Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC, and shall not be used for 
advertising or product endorsement purposes.


